
At Bremkie Photography, we have oodles of fun during Senior Photo Shoots! We love
capturing what makes you “you” and finding creative ways to showcase your talents,
interests, and personality.

Below are some tips to prepare for your Senior Photo Shoot. Your Bremkie
Photographer will be communicating with you on your vision, location choice, and other
details pertaining to your upcoming photoshoot.

Clothing Options:

Bring a variety of outfits to showcase different styles and personalities.
Consider solid colors or simple patterns that won't distract from your face.
Avoid clothes with large logos or busy patterns that may detract from the
focus of the photos.

Accessories:

Bring accessories such as hats, scarves, jewelry, or props that reflect your
interests and hobbies.
Consider bringing items like sports equipment, musical instruments, or
books to personalize your photos.

Hair and Makeup:

Arrive with your hair and makeup done in a way that makes you feel
confident and comfortable.
Bring any touch-up items you may need, such as hairbrushes, hair ties, or
makeup for touch-ups.



Location Considerations:

Discuss location options with your Bremkie photographer in advance and
consider locations that reflect your personality and interests.
Be open to both indoor and outdoor locations depending on the look you
want to achieve.

Posing Suggestions:

Trust your photographer's expertise in posing, but also feel free to
communicate any specific poses or angles you'd like to try.
Relax and have fun during the shoot—natural expressions and body
language often result in the best photos.

Timing and Weather:

Be mindful of the scheduled time of your shoot and arrive on time to make
the most of your session.
Keep an eye on the weather forecast and be prepared for any conditions,
especially if shooting outdoors.

Bring a Friend or Family Member:

Consider bringing a friend or family member along for support and to help
you relax during the shoot.

Communication with Photographer:

Communicate openly with your Bremkie photographer about any specific
preferences, concerns, or ideas you have for the shoot.
Trust their guidance and expertise—they're there to help you look your
best and capture this special moment in your life.

Relax and Have Fun:

Remember to relax and enjoy the experience! Senior photo shoots are a
chance to celebrate this exciting time in your life, so embrace the moment
and have fun with it.


